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Adriana Ramírez

Margarita Pérez García

Craig Klein Dexemple

Verónica Moscoso
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Margarita writes 
beautiful stories
in Easy-to-Read 
format 
that beginners and 
struggling readers 
can really read.

Craig writes amazing 
graphic novels 
combining 
simple sentences 
with illustrations 
in order to make 
reading fun, easy,
and comprehensible.

Por si las moscas is a collection 
of easy stories written 
by Adriana and Margarita. 
Each story starts with  a proverb 
or an expression that includes the word
mosca.  Two stories a year, some funny,
some heartwarming. A delight to read!

Verónica writes 
 fiction inspired by
extraordinary true
events. 
Olivia y los monos is
a High Beginner
novella that will take
students right into
the Amazon forest.



Verónica 
Moscoso

Verónica writes 
compelling stories 
based on true events.

Craig Klein Dexemple

Craig brings scary 
legends back to life!.

REVOLUCIONARIAS
is a collection 
of historical fiction 
about inspiring 
Latin American 
women from 
the Colonization 
to the present day. 
María Cano is the 1st 
book in the collection.

Adriana Ramírez
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Margarita Pérez García

Margarita creates a 
 world where reality,
dreams and magic
come together 
to tell a story a
bout grief and
bereavement.
 



Verónica Moscoso

Acento Latino promotes the work of independent Latin American 
authors because we have a deep cultural and linguistic knowledge, 
and the cultural right to write our own stories. 

SPANISH 3

Verónica writes 
compelling stories 
based on reality. 

Soñadores, a story
that gives a face to
the DREAMers, the
youth living as
undocumented
immigrants in the US
and the challenges
they face.

Los ojos de Carmen, 
is a novella about an
American teen who
explores Ecuador to
find the perfect
picture. 
There he meets
Carmen, a girl with
exceptional eyes...

Adriana writes
wonderful cultural
stories inspired in
tales she grew up
with. Students learn
the language as they
discover her culture.

Adriana Ramírez

 Diego Ojeda
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our language, our culture, our voice

Diego writes
beautiful and
accessible poetry: 
small bite-sized
pieces that have a 
 simple, relatable, 
and yet profound
messages.

#DignidadLiteraria
#AutoresLatinos
#NuestrasVoces

https://www.facebook.com/acentolatinolibros
https://www.instagram.com/acento_latino_libros/
https://twitter.com/acento_latino_
mailto:acentolatinolibros@gmail.com


Adriana Ramírez
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Diego writes poetry about important themes:
the environment and migration.
 ...

 Diego Ojeda

In Sonrisas ocultas
Diego writes
delightful short
fiction stories 
about the lives of
students and
teachers during 
the pandemic 
caused by COVID-19.

www.cpli.net

Adriana writes
beautiful and
compelling stories
that take us 
in-depth into
Colombian culture.

Acento Latino is a collective of independent
authors who write accessible literature for
Spanish Language learners. We write in our
language about our stories and we do it 
with respect for our people and our culture. 

We celebrate our independence and the
variety of our books. As such each
independent author in the catalogue is
responsible for the quality of their work.

You can buy the Acento Latino™ catalogue,
the books per level or individually from:


